INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative ring and I an ideal of R. In this paper, we consider the question of when the symmetric algebra of I is a domain, and hence isomorphic to the Rees algebra of I. (see Section 2 for definitions.) Several authors have studied this question (for example, [I, 4, 9, lo], or [14] ). In the cases in which the symmetric algebra is a domain, other questions have been asked: Is it Cohen-Macaulay
[l] ? Is it factorial [15] ? Is it integrally closed [1, 121 ? In this paper we prove the symmetric algebra of I is a domain whenever R is a domain and I is generated by a d-sequence (see [6] or [7] ). A sequence of elements xi ,..., x, in R is said to be a d-sequence if (i) xi 4 (x1 ,..., xiwl , xi+r ,..., x,) for i between 1 and n and (ii) if {il ,..., ii} is a subset (possibly (6) of u,..., TZ} and K, rn~ { l,..., n}\(il ,..., ii} then((xil ,..., xi,) : xlcx,) = ((xi, ,..., xi,) : xlc). Many examples were given in [7] of d-sequences. We list some examples here.
(1) Any R-sequence which can be permuted and remain an R-sequence is a d-sequence.
(2) If X = (xij) is an n x n + 1 matrix of indeterminates, then the maximal minors of X form a d-sequence in the ring of polynomials.
(3) If X = (xij) is an r x s matrix of indeterminates over a field K and 1 is the ideal in R = k[x,J generated by all the t x t minors of X (t < Y < s), then the images of xii ,..., xls in the ring R/I form a d-sequence.
(4) If A is a local Buchsbaum ring [17] , then any system of parameters forms a d-sequence. (8) Any ideal in an integrally closed domain minimally generated by two elements can be generated minimally by a d-sequence.
(9) If P two , X1 , X, , X,] is the prime defining the cubic given parameterically (h3, h2p, Xp2, p3) then p is generated by a d-sequence, namely, the 2 x 2 minors of ($; 2 $, 0). On the other hand the defining ideal of the quartic 4 C k[X,, , X, , X2 , Xa] given parametrically by (X4, X3p, Xp3, p4) is not generated by a d-sequence; its defining ideal is generated (not minimally) by the 2 x 2 minors of ( x1 x3 x22 x0x2 1 x0 x2 x,x, x12 .
( 10) The prime p Z k[X, Y, Z] determined by any curve given parametrically by k[tfil, tnz, tn3] is generated by a d-sequence. It is known this ideal is generated by three elements [5] .
(11) If R is a two-dimensional local domain which is unmixed then there is an n such that for every system of parameters x, -V of R, {xn, y"} is a d-sequence.
In [7] , the basic properties of d-sequences were studied, among them the fact that any d-sequence in a local ring is analytically independent. The purpose of this note is to prove: (ii) S(I) is without torsion;
(iii) C$ is injective (and hence an isomorphism). If 1 is generated by an A-sequence, then the isomorphism S(I) E R(1) has long been known. If p is a homogeneous prime in k[X, ,..., X,] then S(p) a domain implies [9, lo] that p is generated by analytically independent elements. In addition, if I = (al ,..., a,) and S(I) is a domain [lo] then a, ,..., a, must be a relative regular sequence in the sense of Fiorentini [4] , i.e., ((al ,..., a,-, , a Ai-1 ,-..9 a,) : ai) n (a, ,..., a,) = (a, ,..., u,-~ , CZ,+~ ,..., a,). It was shown in [7j that any d-sequence is a relative regular sequence. Finally we list two propositions of [7] which will be used in the sequel. Proof. We induct on n -k. If n -k = 0 then the quoted Proposition 2.2 of [7] shows the veracity of the statement. Suppose the proposition has been demonstrated for all m whenever n -k -1 < t. We wish to prove the proposition for every m and n -k -1 = t. Then Y + a~ JU--l n Z + Z(X, ,..., xk)u-a(x2 ,..., x,) xni+l-u as required. Consider J1 = Ax"+~ + xrn(xZ ,..., x,). Then if rxm+r + sxmJ1 n I with s E (xa ,..., x,), then xm(s + rx) E Z implies as above that s + TX E Z and hence s 6 (Z, x); thus xms E Ix" + (xm+l) and r.xnl+l + sxln E Ax"+l n Z + Ix" C Ix"" by Proposition 2. .., 0,-l , q+1 9.S') .%) = 0 so that (F + F')(z, ,..., a,) is in (0 : z,). By Proposition 2.1 of [7] , we see this implies (F {-F')(x, ,..., z,) = 0. Now deg(F + F') < d so the induction shows F + F' E q; hence X,F + X,F' E q and it is enough to show G -XiFf == (XLF + G) ~ (X<F + X,F') E q. But G is a polynomial in XI ,..., X-r, Xi+r ,..., -Y, linear in X, ,..., X,+l and so G -X,F' is linear in X, ,..., Xi+l , -YZ . Continuing, we may clearly completely linearize and apply the above work to finish the proof. We apply this result with X = (Q) an nx(n + 1) matrix and Tl IT= i t 1 T 71 +1 a (n + 1) Y 1 matrix. The ideal J defining the graded algebra of 1 is given by the entries of 9Y and all n x n minors of X. Since (n -1) + 1 -< n + 1, we can conclude gr,(>q) is Cohen-Macaulay and integrally closed.
In characteristic zero, this result has been shown by Hochster (unpublished) by representing gr,(R) as a ring of invariants of a reductive algebraic group. Recently, DeConcini, Eisenbud, and Procesi have derived this result without restriction on the characteristic [3] . W e also note that Theorem 3.1 for the d-sequence of maximal minors follows from the above theorem, as the ideal J generated by the entries of is prime by the quoted result, and hence S(I) N R(I).
